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Abstract
The study of gaseous flame-vortex interactions has been the subject of many studies, and have led to the

derivation of combustion diagrams, either for gaseous premixed or diffusion flames. In the present contribution,
we extend the work of Vera et al. 2007 on gaseous diffusion flames to spray flames. By taking into account
the effect of the vaporization process on the quenching time of the flame, we derive a new spectral diagram for
spray flames. As a validation, we perform simulations of the interaction of a pair of counter-rotative vortices with
a counterflow spray flame. Results demonstrate the validity of the analytical derivation and also exhibit a new
extinction zone which is not expected analytically for both gaseous and spray flames.

Introduction
The understanding of flame-vortex interactions is essential for numerous practical combustion applications [1]. The
flame-vortex interaction is a canonical configuration for the theoretical understanding of the combustion mecha-
nisms in turbulent flows [2]. Specifically, under the flamelet hypothesis, the turbulent flame front is seen as a
collection of one-dimensional flames that are stretched and deformed by vortices [3]. Indeed, the effect of a pair of
vortices on a laminar flame could be studied to characterize numerous combustion regimes occurring in a turbulent
flow [4]. Even if flame/vortex interaction is recognized as an intermediate academic configuration representative
of the interaction of combustion with turbulence, the investigations for spray flames are rather limited, with one
theoretical study [5] and experimental works by two different teams [6, 7, 8, 9]. The objective of this work is then
to extend the knowledge on spray flames/vortex interactions by combining both analytical and numerical analyses.
In particular, the interaction of a pair of vortices with a spray flame is considered in order to identify the effect
of the evaporation process on the combustion regimes for turbulent spray flames. The specific focus is on the
characterization of local extinction and re-ignition, and a new spectral diagram for spray flames is derived from
analytic arguments. Its validity is discussed through the analysis of direct numerical simulations.

b. a.

Figure 1. Schematic of the initialization procedure: two counter-rotative vortices are superimposed to the initial
steady state solution of the counterflow flame with (a) or without (b) spray injection on the fuel side.

The interaction of a pair of vortices with a non-premixed laminar flame
The flame-vortex interaction is an academic configuration, enabling the study of basic phenomena that control the
coupling between combustion and turbulence. Indeed, the interaction of a pair of vortices with a non-premixed
purely gaseous laminar flame has been extensively studied over the last two decades analytically, experimentally
and numerically [1]. These studies provide fundamental understanding of different combustion modes, which are
summarized in the so-called "spectral diagram". In the following, we briefly summarize the classical results for
purely gaseous flames.
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a. b.

Figure 2. Spectral diagrams for a) purely gaseous and b) spray flame-vortex interaction.

The configuration consists of a strained non-premixed flame, in which a mixture of fuel diluted with nitrogen is
injected against an oxidizer stream. A vortex ring of radius r0 and strength Γ is found on the oxidizer side to
interact with a flame front. Due to the vortex interaction, the flame, which is subjected to a strain A0 for the
unperturbated flow, will experience a strain AΓ = Γ/(2r2

0). Eventually, the flame can locally extinguish when AΓ

exceeds the critical extinction strain rateAe. Depending on the non-dimensional vortex strength (Γ̃ = AΓ/A0), the
robustness of the flame (R = Ae/A0), and the Peclet number of the unperturbed flow ( Pe0 = A0r

2
0/DT , where

DT is the thermal diffusivity∗), different regimes can be identified [10]:

• Vortex dissipation ( Pe0Γ̃ < 1): for small vortex strength, the vortex dissipates before reaching the flame
front and no effect occurs on the flame.

• Thickened reaction zone ( (Pe0R)1/2 < 1 ): when the vortex size is smaller than the laminar flame thickness,
a thickening of the flame reaction zone is the main expected effect.

• Local flame extinction (R/Γ̃ < 1 ): if the vortex is sufficiently strong and large, the flame will extinguish.

• Flame re-ignition via edge flame ((Pe0R
−1)1/2 < f∞, where f∞ takes a value of approximatively 3 [10]):

in case of local extinction, the flame front could re-ignite if the flame front velocity UF is of the same order
as the flow velocity.

Such regimes are classically represented in the spectral diagram represented in Fig. 2a (black lines). The flame-
vortex interactions are here represented as a function of the non-dimensional size and velocity of the vortex, where
δL is the thickness of the diffusion flame, and the characteristic speed SL = δL/τc is obtained from the chemical
time scale τc; uT ∼ Γ/r0 and lT ∼ r0 are the characteristic speed and size of the vortex. Turbulent vortices and
unsteady chemistry effects could also been taken into account [10].

General extension of the spectral diagram: spray effect on flow and flame properties
The spectral diagram is here extended to consider the interaction of a pair of vortices with a spray flame. On the
fuel side, a fuel spray is injected together with gaseous nitrogen against a stream of oxidizer. Spray is expected
to have a double effect on the flame-vortex interaction, due to the introduction of two additional characteristic
time scales: the evaporation time τv and the droplet drag time τp. In this asymptotic analysis, both τv and τp are
assumed to be constant. A relation could be identified between them [11]:

τp
τv

=
4

9

ln(1 +BM )

Sc
=

St

Stv
= constant = κ. (1)

where BM is the Spalding number , Sc is the Schmidt number of the gas phase, St = τpA0 is the drag Stokes
number and Stv = τvA0 is the evaporation Stokes number. These two additional characteristic time scales affect
both the flow and the flame quantities, compared to the correspondent gaseous flame:

∗The Peclet number could equivalently be defined as Pe0 = A0r
2
0/ν, where ν is the kinematic viscosity of the oxidizer stream.
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• Evaporation time τv: its main contribution is assumed to be the changing of the characteristic quenching
time τq of the flame and, consequently the flame properties:

SL  S∗L = S∗L(SL, τv) = S∗L(τc, τv) (2a)

δL  δ∗L = δ∗L(δL, τv) = δ∗L(τc, τv) (2b)

Ae  A∗e = A∗e(Ae, τv) = A∗e(τc, τv) (2c)

UF  U∗F = U∗F (UF , τv) = U∗F (τc, τv) (2d)

• Drag time τp: For large Stokes numbers (τp >> A−1
0 ), the liquid velocity differs from the gaseous velocity.

In a two-way coupling, the spray can locally modify the flow quantities:

Γ Γ† = Γ†(Γ, τp) (3a)

r  r†0 = r†0(r0, τp) (3b)

A0  A†0 = A†0(A0, τp) (3c)

Moreover segregation could cause some mixture fraction inhomogeneites, affecting the spray flame proper-
ties S∗L, δ

∗
L, A

∗
e:

S∗L  S†L = S†L(S∗L, κ) = S†L(τc, τv, κ) (4a)

δ∗L  δ†L = δ†L(δ∗L, τv, κ) = δ†L(τc, τv, κ) (4b)

A∗e  A†e = A†e(A
∗
e, τv, κ) = A†e(τc, τv, κ) (4c)

U∗F  U†F = U†F (U∗F , τv, κ) = U†F (τc, τv, κ) (4d)

With this the different flames/vortex interactions can be extended to spray flames:

• Vortex dissipation: for small vortex strength, the vortex dissipates before reaching the flame front. Conse-
quently, no flame-vortex interaction occurs for:

Re† =
Γ†

ν
=

Γ†

2(r†0)
2
A†0

2(r†0)
2
A†0

ν
∼ Γ̃†Pe†0 ≤ 1 (5)

• Thickened reaction zone: if the vortex is small compared to the flame thickness, the vortex penetrates the
preheat flame region and enhances the mixing of the reactants. The flame presents then a thickened preheat
zone, but its inner structure is not affected by the vortex:

l†t

δ†L
∼ r†o

S†L
DT

=
2A†0(r†0)2

DT

S†L
2r†0A

†
0

∼ Pe†0

(
R†

Pe†0

)1/2

∼
(

Pe†0R
†
)1/2

≤ 1 (6)

• Local flame extinction: whenever the flame strength R† is smaller than the non-dimensionalised vortex
strenght Γ̃†, the flame is locally extinguished by the vortex pair:

R† =
A†e

A†0
≤
A†Γ
A†0

= Γ̃† ⇒ Da†,eΓ =
A†e

A†Γ
∼ R†

Γ̃†
≤ 1 (7)

where Da†,eΓ is the Damköhler number at extinction.

• Flame re-ignition via edge flame: once extinction has occurred, the two separate flame fronts may reignite
whenever the propagation velocity U†F is higher than the characteristic strain rate induced velocity A†0r

†
0:

U†F
S†L
≥ A†0r

†
0

S†L
∼ A†0r

†
0

DT
δ†L ∼

A†0(r†0)2

DT

δ†L
lT
∼ Pe†0(Pe†0R

†)−1/2 = (Pe†0R
†−1

)1/2 (8)

From [12, 13], the front velocity UF of a purely gaseous triple flame reaches values of order SLf∞. In
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analogy, this relation is also assumed for spray flames:

U†F
S†L

1

f†∞
∼ 1 (9)

obtaining the condition for reignition:

(Pe†0R
†−1

)1/2 ≤ f†∞. (10)

Analytical spray spectral diagram based on the evaporation time
To simplify the problem, a diluted regime is assumed here, i.e. a one-way coupling exists between the gaseous

and the liquid phases. This assumption is reasonable when considering that:

• droplets follow the mean flow: St = τpA0 << 1⇒ κ <<
1

A0τv

• droplets also follow the vortex: τpAΓ << 1⇒ κ <<
1

AΓτv
Then, only the role of the evaporation process is evaluated in such analysis by considering a constant evaporation
time τv . The effect of evaporation is accounted for in the spectral diagram by assuming that its main contribution
is the change of the characteristic quenching time τq of the flame: [14]:

τq = τv + τc. (11)

The evaporation time does not affect the diffusion flame thickness and the other flame properties could be derived
from the purely gaseous values:

δ∗L
δL
∼ 1 (12a)

SL
S∗L
∼ τq
τc

(12b)

DaeΓ
Da∗,eΓ

∼ Ae
A∗e
∼ τq
τc

(12c)

These relations are supported by experimental and numerical data for stoichiometric premixed spray flames [14,
15]. The Damköhler number at extinction strain rate is smaller for high values of the evaporation time, implying
that a spray flame extinguishes for smaller values of the strain rate compared to a gaseous flame as found in [16].
In [12], the front propagation velocity U∗F for purely gaseous flames is observed to be a function of the Damköhler
number, which presents an asympotic value. This behavior is here also assumed for spray flames:

UF
SL

1

f∞
= f(Da/Dae) ∼ 1⇒ U∗F

S∗L

1

f∗∞
= f(Da∗/Da∗,e) ∼ 1. (13)

Then, the classical asymptotic analysis discussed in [17] for gaseous flame/vortex interactions is extended to
spray flames using the relation between gaseous and spray flame properties. Compared to the regime diagram for
gaseous flame, a third-dimension, i.e. the non-dimensional quenching time τq/τc, has to be considered additionally.
This time scale change indeed the way the vortex interacts with the flame, by changing the characteristics flame
properties. This is clearly identified in the spectral diagram represented in Fig. 2. Here, the black lines limit the
different combustion modes that were analytically found for gaseous flames whereas the red lines correspond to
spray flames with increasingly higher evaporation time. It is noted that the evaporation time changes some regions
of the spectral diagram:

• The vortex dissipation region (Re ≤ 1) is identified by a diagonal line with a -1 slope in the uT /SL-lT /δL
log-log diagram:

uT
SL

lT
δL
≤ 1. (14)

As expected, this area is unchanged compared to purely gaseous combustion since spray is assumed not to
affect the flow-field properties.
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• The thickened reaction zone (lT /δ∗L ∼ 1) is identified by a vertical line in the uT /SL-lT /δL diagram:

lT
δL
≤ 1. (15)

Since the flame thickness of the diffusion flame is not affected by the evaporation time, this region is un-
changed compared to gaseous flames.

• The local extinction region (Da∗,eΓ ≤ 1) is represented by the diagonal with a unity slope in the uT /SL-lt/δL
diagram:

uT
SL

δL
lt
∼ 1

DaeΓ
≤ τc
τq
⇒ uT

SL

δL
lt

τq
τc
≤ 1. (16)

Then, the extinction area increases for longer evaporation times, i.e. local extinction occurs for smaller
values of the vortex strain rate.

• Finally the reignition condition (U∗f /S
∗
L ≤ f∗∞) is verified for the region identified by the -1/2 slope in the

uT /SL-τq/τc diagram:

uT
SL
≤ Γ̃f∗∞

(
Da∗,eΓ

DaeΓ

)1/2

≤ Γ̃f∗∞

(
τq
τc

)−1/2

(17)

by using the relation UT /SL ∼ Γ̃(Pe/R)1/2. The reignition area decreases with evaporation time, showing
that for large droplet diameters the flame is more likely to extinguish than a purely gaseous flame. The value
for f∗∞ may be assumed to be of the order of unity, in analogy with gaseous flames.

In the following, the spectral diagram is verified through numerical simulations. It is noted that a complete charac-
terization of the reignition phenomenon will require an extensive study on edge spray flames, which is out of the
scope for this work. Indeed, we will focus on the extinction phenomena without investigating the reignition stage
of our simulations.

Modeling and numerics
Gas-phase equations

The gas phase is described by the conservation equations for mass, momentum, species, and energy:

Dtρ = Ṡm, (18a)

Dt(ρui) = Ṡui
− ∂ip+ ∂j(σij) , (18b)

Dt(ρYk) = ∂j

(
ρDk

Wk

W
∂jXk

)
+ ω̇k + ṠmδkF , (18c)

Dt(ρT ) = ∂j

(
λ

cp
∂jT

)
+
λ

c2p
∂jT∂jcp −

Ns∑
k=1

hkω̇k
cp

+ ṠT , (18d)

where Dtφ = ∂tφ + ∂iuiφ, ∂i ≡ ∂xi
, ρ is the gas density, ui is the gas velocity, Ṡm, Ṡui

, and ṠT the source
terms due to droplet evaporation, drag force, and heat transfer. The mass fraction and mole fraction of species k

are denoted by Yk and Xk, respectively. The pressure is denoted by p, and σij = µ

[
∂iuj + ∂jui −

2

3
∂kukδij

]
is the viscous stress tensor. The molecular weight of species k is denoted by Wk and W is the mixture-averaged
molecular weight. The diffusivity of species k is denoted by Dk, ω̇k is the reaction source term of species k, and
δkF is the Kronecker function that is unity for fuel and zero for all other species. The temperature is denoted by
T , λ is the thermal conductivity, cp is the heat capacity, and hk is the enthalpy of species k.
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Dispersed-phase equations
For the dispersed phase, a Lagrangian point-particle approach is used (see [18] for details). The equations

describing each droplet are written as:

dtxd,i = ud,i, (19a)

dtud,i = fd,i =
f1

τd
[ui(xd)− ud,i] , (19b)

dtTd = Ṫd =
Nu
3Pr

cp
cl

f2

τd
[T (xd)− Td] +

ṁdlv
mdcl

, (19c)

dtmd = ṁd = − Sh
3Sc

md

τd
ln(1 +BM ) , (19d)

where xd is the position of the droplet, ud its velocity, Td its temperature and md its mass. Nu is the Nusselt
number, Pr the Prandtl number, Sh the Sherwood number, Sc the Schmidt number, and BM the Spalding number.
The relaxation time of the droplet is τd = ρld

2/18µ, ρl its density, d its diameter, cl its heat capacity and lv the
latent heat of vaporization. The drag factor is f1, accounting for high Reynolds number effects and f2is a correction
factor to account for effects of heat-exchange on the evaporation [18].

The coupling terms with the gas phase are obtained by integrating the contributions from all droplets contained
in the control volume ∆V :

Ṡm = −{dtmd} , (20)

Ṡui
= −{dtmdud,i} , (21)

ṠT = − 1

cp
{clmddtTd + (cpTd + lv)dtmd} , (22)

where {·} =
1

∆V

∑
d∈∆V

.

To be consistent with the assumptions used to develop the analytical combustion diagram, the gas and spray
phase are assumed at momentum equilibrium, i.e no slip velocity between both phases ud,i = ui (i.e. Ṡui

= 0).
This assumption permits to isolate the vaporization part of the spray physics, as the drag force part will have no
contribution anymore. The heat transfer from liquid to gas is also assumed equal to zero, i.e. ṠT = 0.

Reaction chemistry
In the present study, a 24-species mechanism for n-dodecane is used, which is based on the JetSurF 1.0-

l1 mechanism [19], originally consisting of 123 species and 977 reactions. The reduced mechanism has been
validated in auto-ignition and perfectly stirred reactors (PSR) in [20]. Detailed thermodynamic and transport
properties are considered. The species diffusivities Dk are calculated assuming constant but not equal species
Lewis number Lek, i.e. Dk = λ (ρcpLek). Details are given in [20].

Numerics
The governing equations are solved in the low Mach number limit using the structured 3DA code [21]. A

QUICK scheme is used for the discretization of the scalar advection operators, and a second-order central scheme
is used for solving the momentum and pressure equations, in combination with the HYPRE library for solving the
Poisson equation. A staggered representation is used where the velocity is defined at the cell face, while the scalars
are located at the cell center. Time-integration is performed using a second-order Crank-Nicholson scheme. The
chemical source terms are evaluated using the DVODE library, which uses an adaptive time stepping to advance
the system of ODEs.

Setup of the configuration
We consider a 2D counterflow configuration, consisting of two opposed slots. The direction x1 = x is the

injection direction, the direction y = x2 is the outflow. The separation distance between the two injectors is
Lx = 0.1 m and Ly = 0.075 m is the vertical domain length. The mesh consists in 500× 370 cells, guaranteeing
at least 15 grid points to describe the diffusion flame (whose thickness is δL ≈ 3.0e−3m). At the fuel side, gaseous
nitrogen is injected with a fuel spray composed of n-dodecane at ambient conditions (TFd = TF = 300 K). Here
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a. b.

Figure 3. Spectral diagram for a) gaseous and b) spray flame-vortex interaction: the symbols represent numer-
ical simulations performed here. Blue squares represent the vortex dissipation regime, green triangles the "no
extinction", red circles the local extinction, yellow stars are for overall extinction.

and in the following the superscripts “F” and “O” refer to the fuel side and the oxidizer side, respectively. The
liquid mass flow rate is 9 g/s, corresponding to a purely gaseous composition of YN2

= 0.68 and YC12H26
= 0.32.

The initial droplet distribution at injection is randomly drawn over the entire slot, resulting in a statistically
homogeneous distribution. A parcel method is used so that each numerical droplet statistically represents Np = 5

physical droplets. On the oxidizer side, pure air is injected at TO = 800 K. This operating condition ensures
a robust flame with the liquid phase that mainly evaporates in the preheat zone. In the following, the injection
velocity of the liquid phase is identical to that of the gas phase, uF = uO = uFd = 2.5 m/s, corresponding to a
theoretical flame strain rate of A0 = 50 s−1.

Two counter-rotative vortices are superimposed to the steady state velocity solution, on both sides of the
symmetry axis y = 0. A schematic of the initialization procedure is presented in Fig. 1. As suggested in [22], the
Oseen vortex is used here. The equation of the velocity field of the vortices in the vortex reference frame is:

uθ =
Γ

2πr

(
1− exp

(
−r

2

r2
v

))
, ur = 0 (23)

where r = x/ cos(θ), θ = atan(ỹ/x̃), x̃ = x − xv , ỹ = y − yv , and (xv, yv) is the initial position of the center
of the vortex. Γ is the vortex strength and rv the initial vortex radius. The two vortices of equal radii and opposite
strength are initially separated by a distance σ, and they are at equal distance Lx from the symmetry axis x = 0.
In the present study, the vortex is injected on the fuel side.

Following the recommandation of [22], the separation distance between the two vortices is set to σ = 4rv , in
order to avoid interactions between the viscous cores of the vortices.

To determine the characteristic length scale of the two vortices, the size of the perturbation in the y direction
is considered. As demonstrated in [22], the circulation induced by the Oseen vortex still exist until 3rv away from
the vortex center. Consequently, using the previous constraint on the vortex separation distance, the characteristic
length scale of the perturbation is lt = 10rv .

Results and discussion
In Fig. 3, the results of the simulation for different values of the circulation and vortex radius are represented

in the spectral diagram (AΓ = 250, 500, 1000, 2000, 5000 1/s and rv = 7.5e−5, 3.0e−4, 7.5e−4, 1.5e−3 m). In
order to map the spectral diagram, we perform simulations along isolines of characteristic strain rate AΓ: first AΓ

is fixed, then the radius of the vortex core is chosen, determining the value of the characteristic vortex velocity.
For the gaseous case, theoretically expected regions are retrieved, showing the relevance of the analytical study

for gaseous flames. For the spray case with negligible heating time, four scenarios are considered:

• Vortex dissipation: the vortex is dissipated by viscous forces before reaching the flame front. As the spray
does not modify the flow field, this region is expected not to change and the simulations confirm this state-
ment.
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• No extinction (case A, cfr. Fig 4): below R/Γ̃ = τq/τc, the interaction leads to a stretching of the flame
that is not sufficiently strong to break the flame front. As expected by the analytical derivation, the limit is
controlled by the quenching time, and hence the vaporization time of the droplets.

• Extinction due to strain rate (case B, cfr. Fig 5): over R/Γ̃ = τq/τc, the vortices are sufficiently strong
to break the flame by stretching it. Due to the engulfment of the flame in the wake of the vortices and the
propagation of the flame front between the vortices, the reaction zone is finally reconnected.

• Extinction due to fuel depletion (case C, cfr. Fig 6): this new region is observed for large values of lt/δL and
for velocity ratio ut/SL becoming of order unity. This new regime was not observed by both the gaseous
analysis and the spray spectral diagram. The competition between evaporation and mixing is changed as the
vortices pass through the flame, resulting in a local fuel depletion, which weakens the flame strength and
enhances the extinction propensity.

Taking into account the evaporation time τv in the competition between mixing and chemistry seems to be
sufficient to represent the strain rate extinction. However, this does not account for the possible effects of a local
lack of gaseous fuel that represents a cause of extinction for spray flames that does not occur in the classical gaseous
flame-vortex configuration. The role of the evaporation is evident in Fig. 6. Here, the interaction of the vortices
with the flame and the droplet drives the flame to move toward the cold droplets, thereby consuming all droplets
that were in the preheating region. The local fuel concentration is here low since as all fuel has been consumed by
the flame passage and the droplets are too cold to evaporate. As such, the flame is not sustained anymore by a fuel
supply, and consequently extinguishes.

Conclusion
The spectral diagram suggested in [10] for gaseous flame-vortex interactions was extended to spray flame.

An analytical derivation was presented, based on the influence of the evaporation time on the quenching time of
the flame. To confirm the spectral diagrams for gaseous flame and spray flames, numerical simulations have been
performed by considering a two-dimensional counterflow configuration using a detailed chemistry description,
and a Lagrangian tracking for the droplets. Results demonstrate the validity of the gaseous spectral diagram. For
the spray flames, the effect of the evaporation time that has been analytically proposed, was verified numerically.
Moreover, the existence of a new extinction region was highlighted for small turbulent velocities, which does not
exist for gaseous flames and was not expected analytically for spray flames by solely relying on the vaporization
time.

As a perspective, the effect of the relaxation time of the droplets is investigated further, both in terms of the
slip velocity and in terms of the two-way coupling that may modify the vortex properties. Moreover, the effect of
the side at which the vortices are initialized affects the flame-vortex interaction will be studied in analogy with the
experimental studies by Santoro et al. [7].
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Figure 4. Temporal evolution of the spray flame-vortex interaction for the case without extinction (case A in
Fig. 3b corresponding to rv = 7.5e−4 m and AΓ = 250 1/s). OH isocontours (orange), vorticity contours (blue),
droplet positions colored by droplet temperature (gray to black dots), gaseous fuel concentration (magenta).

Figure 5. Temporal evolution of the spray flame-vortex interaction for the case with extinction due to strain rate
(case B in Fig. 3b corresponding to rv = 3.0e−4 m and AΓ = 5000 1/s). OH isocontours (orange), vorticity
contours (blue), droplet positions colored by droplet temperature (gray to black dots), gaseous fuel concentration
(magenta)..

Figure 6. Temporal evolution of the spray flame-vortex interaction for the case of extinction due to fuel depletion
(case C in Fig. 3b corresponding to rv = 7.5e−4 m and AΓ = 500 1/s). OH isocontours (orange), vorticity
contours (blue), droplet positions colored by droplet temperature (gray to black dots), gaseous fuel concentration
(magenta).
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